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ABSTRACT
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programs should be self-directed as far as possible and should have
built-in zvaluation processes. Volunteer service agreement_ allow
volunteers to take greater responsibility for their own learning with
concommitant enthusiasm and dedication to the museum, while allowing
volunteer managers to grow in their jobs; such agreements align the
activities of both with the mission of the museum. (KC)
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Volunteer Service Aoreements: A New Strategy for Volunteer Management

140.unteer manaoers are expressing their need for ways to reduce

volunteer turnover, provide new training strategies. and maintain

enthusiasm. Managers have been heard to complain. "The hardest thing

I've ever had to do is fire a docent: I felt terrible for days. She

wouldn't learn about the new objects in the 20th century gallery."

Or, "When I told the docents we were Instituting evaluations they

raised Cain!" Volunteers. whether experienced "old-timers" or new to

museum work, complain about their lack of atisfaction--or just leave.

Such problems in volunteer management suggest the application of a

strategy used in higher education based on adult education theories:

the learning contract adapted for use in museums. Volunteer service

agreements encourage self-directed learning for the volunteers, allow

the volunteer coordinator to create innovative educational strategies,

better serve the museum and its public.

Problems may be due partly to the newer categories of people who

are volunteers:

Volunteerism used to be the undisputed province of the

nonworking woman, but the image is changing. There are now

more volunteers who hold full-time jobs.... Retirees are also

joining the volunteer ranks in large numbers. an:: many bring

specialized and valuable experti,e to the museum. Corporations
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often encouraoe their employees to get involved in community

activities, ....

Just as the profile of volunteers is changing, so is

volunteer style and purpose. Museum volunteers now expect

areater responsibility and opportunity for personal growth,

and museums are requiring more rigorous training programs...(11

According to this report and other recent studies of Volunteer

profiles, new segments of the population increasingly are volunteering

in museums and other non-profit organizations.
These new volunteers

consist in greater numbers of highly educated. work experienced adults

who are accustomed to participation in decisions which affect their

lives.

In the past several years many museums have instituted the use of

some form of contractual agreement with
volunteers in an effort to

clarify the museum's expectations and encourage commitment. The Los

Angeles County Museum of Natural History, for example, this year,

formulated a contract which all new volunteers are asked to sign. It

was created by the volunteer
coordinator working

closely with a

committee of current volunteers. By signing this contract, volunteers

agree to all the required training and touring obligations
stated in

the document. On the same sheet of paper the obligations offered by

the museum are stated: supercision,
training. insutance, etc. tither

contractual
arrangements may range frog asking a prospective volunteer

to sign his or her name to a letter which states general duties to a .

volunteer indicating, by signature, familiarity
with.all rules and

regulations of the museum volunteer program (Smithsonian Institution's

V1ARC). While such "contractual"
documents clarify the expectations of
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the museum they may fail to provide for the expression of individual

resources, experiences. and personal needs of the new profile as well

as the traditional volunteer.

Regardless of the "profile" of volunteers it is acknowledged that

each comes to volunteerism seeking satisfaction of individual personal

needs. among which are: self-actualization, continuing education,

I

growth experiences, socialization, and association with professionals

in the museum. To put them in learning situations which deny the need

for self letermination defeats in large measure their reasons for

volunteering.

In order to heighten commitment, it is necessary as a comcommitant

requirement to clarify the museum's objectives for volunteers while

aligning volunteer activities with the performance standards and policy

of the museum.

A volunteer service agreement enables the volunteer manager to

create opportunities for volunteers to take additioni.1 responsibility

for acquisition of their kno:liedge and skills, engage the interest and

expertise of other museum staff members in the volunteers'

learning/training strategies, integrate volunteer activities into the

overall mission of the museum, and become involved themselves in the

excitement of continung their own learning while empowering others in

their pursuit of knowledge as together they create a stronger

identification with the museum.

The volunteer service agreement is a document which is formulated

on the specific needs of the group or individual volunteer, taking Into

account the academic and performance standards of the museum. It is a

process which specifies the learning objectives to be acquired, the
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learning resources to be used, target dates for their accomplishment,

demonstration that objectives have been reached, and how evidence will

be validated (evaluattoh). (See Figure 1).

Learning contracts, popularized in higher education institutions iii

the 1960s, i'llowed students to individualize their educational

objectives while ccmplying with college requirements: application to

volunteers and museums is an adaptation of that strategy. Learning

agreements are currently widely used in professional continuing

education courses for medical rarsonnel, supervised field experiences

(internships), and management development training programs.

Malcolm Knowles, one of the outstanding pioneers in adult

education, is credited with popularizing the tern "andragogy," "the art

and science of helping people learn.' Andragogy (the opoposite end of

the continuum from pedagogy) is based on theories of how adults learn

effectively. Effective and long-term learning occur when adults

perceive instructional strategies that satisfy their "need to know.'

(6) Effective andragogical learning experiences are analagous to the

adults' desire for self-directedness, his ability to build upon

previous experiences. and the desire tolearn things that are applicable

to his life's role. A climate conducive to learning enhances the

individual's ability to gain new knowledge and skills. Figure 2 lists

"climates" in which adults learn best.

The volunteer manager, aware of the difficulty of implementing

change, may wish to begin with a pilot project or a specific group of

volunteers to test her strategies and gain acceptance. The volunteer

service agreement may be used in addition to regular training sessions

and/or to renew waning enthusiasm for long term volunteers. A

5
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strategic program must be established to implement a volunteer service

agreement. Several steps are necessary:

o Host an orientation session to familiarize the group with

volunteer service aoreements which involve taking greater

responsibility for one's own learning.

o Consult with a professor of adult education familiar with

learning contracts. Familiarity with Malcolm Knowles' book, Using

Learning Contracts(2), explanatory in its range of examples and

show to information. Current literature on research is this area

is available in social scie.:e data bases.

o Review the museum's mission statement to align the volunteers'

activi,ies with those goals.

Sleet with members of the professional staff: curators, exhibition

designers, and administrators to engage their cooperation and

explain your goals.

o Create a volunteer police statement which contains the overall

requirements fur volunteer service: required meetings, attendance,

length of commitment, base levels of competencies (skills), etc.

This policy statement, shared with current and prospective

volunteers, presents the museum's requirements for all volunteers

(or specialized segments such as docents).

o Meet with representatives of the volunteer corp (experienced

and novice) to review implementation
strategies and gain insight

into their thoughts and needs.

o Create volunteer learning teams to review strategies, act as

mentors, evaluators, and liason. Decide together on the degree of

6
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tr-:edom and number of options that will be comfortable for the

volunteer manager and the volunteers. Will volunteers be granted

major responsiblity for their own learning or will a choice of

several structured options be provided, or something in between?

Figure 1 is an example of a volunteer service agreement for one

group of docents in a natural history museum. The volunteer

coordinator, in conjunction with staff experts, determines competency

descriptions for each volunteer tour: for example, what is the basic

knowledge required for a docent to give a tour in the Marine Hall? A

written lr oral test is administered. Docents needing additional

knowledge about the hall create their own study group, meeting at a

time convenient for them. the gaps in their knowledge is the basis for

that specific volunteer agreement. In formulating their own learning

contract, with the volunter manager as facilitator, they determine

specific learning tasks, the resources that will best serve, time

limits for their acquisition, as well as built-in evaluation

strategies.

When agreement on learning goals and means for achieving them has

been reached by the volunteers and the volunteer manager, a meeting is

held with the person(s) who will validate that learning has taken place

(and who may offer additional suggestions for resources). In the

example (Fig. 1.), one reviewer is the curator of the marine Hall.

Agreement may be negotiated on how this knowledge will be demonstrated:

a tour which the curator witnesses; a written paper, reviewed by the

curator, which will be shared with other docents, etc. Flexibility in

the plan is a given and it can be renegotiated at any time, depending

on time restraints, the needs ,* the group, new information, or other
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factors.

The volunteers then take responsibility for learning the new

information. Regular meetings are established with the volunteer

manager to discuss their progress and to offer support and

suggestions. Completion of the tasks infering acquisiton of the

desired knowledge is demonstrated as agreed.

Agreements may be forrulated so that groups of volunteers with

similar needs work together, in cooperation with their supervisor.

Experienced volunteers whu already ptssess the needed skills may serve

as resource persons, evaluators, or mentors during the learning

process.

The volunteer manager has a new role. She becomes a facilitator, a

broker, mentor, and colleague, in the acquisition of new skills and

knowledge. Her expertise has new applications: by sharing her

knowledge of resources. both hithin the museum and elsewhere, knowledge

of the museum's goals for its volunteer program, and enthusiasm for

helping others learn, (and learning new things herself), she redefines

her job. But, in this atmosphere of mutual respect, she also is

obligated to clearly specify the obligations of tt:e museum: what will

be provided for the volunteer? Will regular training sessions be held

at convenient times? When will the library be available for research?

How will docents be able to demonstrate their new knowledge?

When competencies for all volunteer activities are identified in

conjunction with the museum's mission, a 'job" description emerges

which details required competencies. This description becomes a

valuable resource when interviewing potential volunteers to assess

their skills and/or gaps in knowledge. Volunteer service agreements

C' 1988. Phyllis J. Meltzer. All rights reserved.
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then may be formulated to meet those needs and make use of the

individual strengths which volunteer.s bring to their museum service.

For example, a docent in an art museum who has strong public speaking

skills but lacks knowledge in modern art, may not need to attend

training sessions on speaking techniques. She and those who share

those skills may wish to devote their leArning time to studying 20th

century American sculpture or the effect of industrialization on 19th

century English painters.

In addition to enabling volunteers to gain new knowledge, volunteer

service agreements may be used successfully to help docents enhance

other needed, museum related skills such as speaking to groups of

children, learning to ask open ended questions, giving tours to foreign

born adults, or learning to enthusiastically respond to questions.

Service agreements, of course, may be used with volunteers other

than docents: their use is appropriate whenever one has a "need to

know" and an obligation to perform within the guidelines of the

institution: information providers, library workers, gift shop

volunteers, etc. Volunteers who act as curatorial assistants may

devise service agreements to enhance their skill in handling objects or

increase their understanding of cataloging and storage methodology.

Agreements can be fdrmulated to enhance and inculcate museum-related

values and attitudes, as well.

Student interns in museums respond well to the structured nature of

learning contracts wherein requirements are stated and objectives

clarified. Staff personnel working on special projects which require

new knowledge and/or skills are likely candidates and may enjoy

formulating learning contracts.

9
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The obligatory word of caution: when introducing a new strategy

into an established institution it is necessary to proceed in small

stages and to secure the enthusiasm of the target group. This can be

accomplished by fully explaining the goals and methods to be used.

Volunteer managers will rot lose control, they will, instead, empower

those they supervise to lain more control over their own learning:

something they do, as productive adults, all the time, anyway. One

fear that volunteer managers have is that they don't know enough to

implement volunteer service agreements: facilitation skills will

increase in time as practice in introducing, formulating and enacting

service agreements becomes rewarding.

Volunteer service agreements will allow volunteers to take greater

responsibility for their own learning with concommitant enthusiasm and

dedication to the museum. it will allow volunteer managers to grow in.

their jobs by managing those they supervise in conjunction with adult

learning theory, and align both of their activities with the overall

mission of the museum. Visitors will be net with Lnowledgeable,

skilled. and enthusiastic volunteers. Museums, by incorporating

volunteer service agreements, will achieve the desireable condition

presented in Museums for a New Century.:

Meseums are asking more of their volunteers. And they're

getting what they ask for in a new breed of committed, versatile

people who perform integral services of all kinds in museums.

1988. Phyllis J. Meltzer. All rights reserved.
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AREA CF IHVESTIGAITtlis .hales and whale related artifacts

HOcent st.idy group. rarine Hall docent Provisional&

Volunteer manager. J. Jones

MAL. Peoone more knowledgeable about whales. etc.

farticipantt H. Smith

irate started, I2/i5/81 Date completed. 3/29/68

What I Al Coln, to learn
(Area and Objectives)

HOw At :loin, to Learn It

(Resources and Strategies)
Target How I An Coins to ,now
Dates That I Have Learned It

(Evidence)

How 1 An Going to Dozument/
Prove I Have Learned It

iierificationj

I. Increase background

knowledge of great

whales to improve

wy tours in museum

include: migratory

and feeding patterns.

physiology.

Read

Attend docent training class

on whales.

Accompany experienced doc-

ents on toure in Marine

Watch Vatienal Geographic

vioeotape on whalee.

12/jO/87 lake written teat pre-

pared by curator.

1 /7 /BB Use new knowledge on

tours in Marine Hall

write paper on whale

1/5 a 9/1-18 migration for present-

ation at docent trairiing

1/6/68 meeting.

Curator will review scores

with study group.

Docents (experienced) will

accompany tour; offer com-

ments and suggestions.

Volunteer manager will re-

view and comment.

Self-awareness

2. Peccne faRitiar with

how exhibited whale

harvesting artifacts

were used.

Held curatorial notes in

nuceun library.

Interview Jonah Green. local

expert on whaling induet-yi

tape record conversation.

Une inIcrmatton on tourc

2/2O/di and in response to visit-

ors' questions.

3/i7/d6 inscribe use of 5 arti-

i-,te.

Curator will accompany

tour, discuss information

presented.

Jonah Green will witness

tour, disc es information.

Volunteer coordinator will

review presentation

3. Learn ,ore about local

whale watching CXCUL-

*ions (frequent visitor

!miry)

Visit nearby it. Vicente

.hale :atching Station.

to on American Cetacean

Society whale watching

excursion, listen to on-

board expert lecture.

Attend American Cetacean

Jociety meeting (locally).

csemble notebook

2/4/06 which lists current

whale watching oppor-

tunities.

Respond knowledgeably

l'15/(16 to visitors' inquiries.

Dile Learning Agreenent may be revised and/or renegotiated with the mutual

coordinator and the volunteer by (dote) if indicated.

Signed ONIma.,0 .1102J

, 41A0

(volunteer coordinator)

Volunteer manager will

review notebook' make it

available to other docents.

Visitor satisfaction.

Self satisfaction at pro-

viding accurate and current

information.

consent and approval of the volunteer

(/!-:. 1988. Phyllis J. Aeltzer. All rights reserved.
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nifiewn AcTrPS to

":Wilda

Ac.ese to museum library

materials.

Lecture by curator at

monthly training meeting.

Loan videotape materials

for home study.

Information about Ameri-

can Cetacean Society

me.tinr.

Voluateer coordinator will

meet monthly with docent

study group to discuss

learning project progress

and euggest strategies.
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Malcol .-wles, a pioneer in adult education, popularized the term
"andrag.'gy .ae art and science of helping people learn," proving

that effective and Torn -term learning occur when adults perceive
ir.structional strategies that satisfy their "need to know." (6)

Effective andragogical learning experiences are analagous to the
adults' desire for self-directedness, his ability to build upon
previous experiences, and the desire to learn things that are
applicable to his life's role. A climate conducive to learning
enhances the indiviOuel's ability to gain new knowledge and skills.

CLIMATES IN WHICH ADULT LEARNING IS ENHANCED

1, A climate of mutual respect; people who feel respected are more
open to learning.

2. A climate of collaborativeness, not competetiveness: often the
richest resources for learning are within the group. Peer helping
and sharing are critical.

3. A climate of supportivenlss: the volunteer coordinator affirms
learners' contributions. Is aware of previous learning anxieties.

4. A climate of mutual trust: volunteer managers are facilitators not
controllers of mutual inquiry.

5. A climate of active inquiry: curiosity is stimulated by group and
staff support.

6. A climate of openess: learners' contributions and experience is
valued and shared.

Adapted from Malcolm Knowles, "Adult Learning: Theory and Practice."
Ed., L. Nadler, The Handbook of Human Resource Development, (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1984).
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VOLUNTEER SERVICE AGREEMENTS:



Figure 3

LOS ANGELES NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

Docent-In-Training-Contract

I AGREE

1. To a three year commitment:
a. One year of training. b. Two years of weekly school tours.

2. To attend orientation and training sessions as scheduled and to
undertake continued training when provided by the Museum.

3. To become thoroughly familiar with the Museum's policies and
procedures, both written and verbal.

4. To carry out assignments in good spirits and to seek the assistance
of the Education Department in situations requiring guidance.

5. To be prompt and reliable in reporting for scheduled work.

6. to maintain a professional appearance.

7. To notify the Sciool Tours office (213/744-3333) if unable to work
as scheduled and to obtain a substitute.

8. To become a member of the Museum and the Docent Roundtable.

9. to accept the Docent Roundtable and the Museum's right to dismiss
any docent for poor performance including poor attendance.

THE MUSEUM AGREES:

1. To provide a trained staff member who will be -esponsible for
orientation, training and overall sqpervision of all docents.

2. To furnish a written description of docent requirements.

3. To train docents to a ley. that will permit them to work
competently.

4. To make written evaluation of docent..' performances on the job
at suitable and regular intervals.

5. To include docent/staff conferences when possible, and to promote
full understanding among the docents of the Museum's operations

and decisions.

6. To provide insurance for volunteers injured in the course of
volunteer assignments.

DATE DOCENT-IN-TRAINING

STAFF

1 4
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